Module 4- Present your project
Unit 3- Understand how to identify a
target among potential visitors and
communicate with this target on the
service (ie: intercultural visits)

TOPICS of our module
• Knowing your audience
• Communicating in service with your target: Why someone should
listen to your message?
• Communicating in service with your target: Pitching technique

OUR LESSON OUTLINE
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Questions &
Conclusion

Key
Concepts

• Market segmentation: Understanding who your
potential clients are, where they come from, and what
characteristics they share. This way, you will meet their
needs and communicate with them effectively.

KEY
CONCEPTS

• Pitching: Bringing an idea to someone with the power
to do something with it. This technique is used in a
great variety of fields.
• Elevator pitch: Mainstream pitching technique based
on being able to explain an idea in a short period (what
an elevator may take from one floor to the next one)

Definitions
& explanations

KNOWING YOUR TARGET
Knowing the TARGET determines
how you communicate.

• Each target is unique. Nevertheless it’s impractical to tailor your
message to each person or to use a single strategy for all
potential targets.

Something in the middle: market
segmentation

• Dividing the market into distinct targets with common
characteristics allows you to focus your efforts on the segments
that are most likely to respond to your communications, seek
your services and benefit most from them.

Using market segmentation and
• This approach serves to focus your efforts to make effective use
focusing your communication
of your resources and reach the people who could benefit the
efforts on key groups doesn’t mean
most from your services.
restricting only to these groups.

Once you know who’s your
target, let’s take the next
step: Communicating on
service but…

COMMUNICATING
IN SERVICE WITH
YOUR TARGET:
Why someone
should listen to
your message?

Focus on what your
audience can gain from
the idea you’re delivering.

Why someone should
listen to your message?

Ask yourself not only why
they should care, but why
they need to care.

Use a well-known
technique: pitching!

But…How to step
forward?

COMMUNICATING IN SERVICE WITH
YOUR TARGET. Stepping forward:
Pitching
But… What’s pitching?
Used in a great variety of fields, especially in marketing and business, pitching
is bringing an idea to someone with the power to do something with it.
Sounds interesting…How should I do it?
Quick answer? Putting their perspective first
o How the target views the world (their needs, perspective and desires)
should be the leading key of your pitching.
o This doesn’t mean to only say what a person wants to listen but that you
should be aware of how your perspective is different from theirs, and
improve your ideas, and how you communicate them, based on that
awareness.

COMMUNICATING IN SERVICE WITH YOUR
TARGET. Stepping forward: Pitching
You have now the leading key of your pitch, but how you should structure it?
Use the elevator pitch technique!
Elevator pitch technique: Imagine you’re on an elevator. Your target is also
there. This is a really good chance but… how long do you have to deliver your
message? Not more than a minute! Seize this opportunity and be ready to
grab your target’s attention in a sentence.
Do you have more time? Grow naturally from your sentence into a 5 minutes
speech and from there, to a full 30 minutes speech!

That should be you! Wait… Almost forgot one important tip:
Before you deliver, try it on a safe environment!

COMMUNICATING IN SERVICE WITH YOUR
TARGET. Stepping forward: Pitching
Okay… I tried but I didn’t work. Now what?
Don’t be discouraged if things don’t go well. Keep believing in yourself, but harvest as
much value as possible from the attempt.
Never leave a pitch without understanding what went wrong:
 Did you understand what they didn’t agree with?
 Were there any refuted assumptions?
 Did your approach meet the target perspective.
Now, it’s time to review your strategy: Keep learning.
You’re getting closer to meet the goal!

Examples

EXAMPLES
Steve Jobs (2007): Iphone launch

Steve Jobs was well-known for his communication abiilities.
On this speech, in 2007, he’s launching a phone with smart
characteristics. It’s the first bet towards a phone that is not only
used to make phonecalls and share messages.
This speech changed the world as we knew it.
Pay close attention on every element Steve uses: From how he
talks, to how he behaves and how he manages to launch a rand
new idea.

EXAMPLES
Greenpeace (2018): Rang-Tang #dropdirtypalmoil

Pitching an idea can be done in every field: Including the social
field.
On this short video (less than two minutes), Greenpeace pitches
using the storytelling technique about the palm-tree
deforestation consequences and what we can actually do.
This short pitching focus the efforts to make effective use of the
available resources and reach the people who could do
something towards meeting the goal.

Questions &
conclusion

WHAT YOU NEED TO KEEP IN MIND…
• Each person is unique but there are points of union between them…
Benefit from the market segregation strategy!
• Have you identified your target? Pitch your idea
• Didn’t go as expected? Always learn from the experience!

TO DEEPEN THE TOPIC
• Links, resources, bibliography, references etc.
o AIMS Community College (Accessed 2020) : Determining Audience https://www.aims.edu/student/online-writinglab/process/determining-audience.php
o Kelly Allison (2018): How to write a ted talk like a pro https://www.ethos3.com/2018/01/how-to-write-a-ted-talklike-a-pro/
o Scott Berkun (2005): How to pitch an idea https://scottberkun.com/essays/38-how-to-pitch-an-idea/
o Corporate Relations and Business Strategy Staff included in the APA Services (Accessed 2020): Tools for Identifying
and Understanding Your Target Clientele https://www.apaservices.org/practice/business/marketing/target-client
o Steve Harvey (2018): Who, what, why and where? Your target audience definition https://fabrikbrands.com/targetaudience-definition/
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